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Student Loan Debt
Continues to Rise
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The federal student loan debt is
at an all-time high of $1.6 trillion
dollars while private student loan
debt has reached $119 billion dollars and now policy makers are
scrambling for a solution.
According to a study by the Harvard Kennedy School, 57 percent
of Americans view student debt as
a problem for younger people.
Rebecca Lang a 20-year-old
communications major from Morrisville found the idea of taking out
a student loan extremely daunting.
“I will be graduating eventually but it’ll be over my dead body
before I take out a loan because
I don’t want to. It makes me feel
trapped. As if were in a simulation
and credit is the governments way
of hounding us past retirement,”
said Lang.
There are about 45 million
Americans who are in an average
of $35,000 in debt. If a borrower
wanted to pay back the loan within 10 years with the current interest rate of 4.53 percent, then the
monthly payments would be just
under $400. If a parent is needed to
borrow then the interest is around
6 to 7 percent, leading to higher
monthly payments.
Many students felt that there
isn’t enough information available
when signing up for a student loan.
Maura Kelleher, 20-year-old psychology student from Doylestown
thought that the interest rates on

A student protestor, courtesy of Wikimedia Common

student loans are unreasonable.
“When you look at tuition costs,
the idea of paying back student
loans doesn’t seem so bad. But
you don’t think about the accrued
interest until six months after you
graduate” she said.
Lang also worries about how
long a loan takes to be repaid.
“My cousin took out student

loans and she owes a lot and will
be paying them off until she’s 40
and she only got her bachelors,”
said Lang.
The growing student loan debt
has led to many 2020 presidential
candidates to share their idea to
combat the high amount of debt.
Sen. Bernie Sanders(D) is leading the idea of student loan for-

giveness for all federal loans.
Sanders’ plan would cost around
$2.2 trillion. He would execute
it by placing a tax on Wall Street
transactions which would make
$2.4 trillion dollars in the next ten
years.
Story continued on page 7.
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After 18 hours of deliberation,
the jury found Sean Kratz guilty
of first-degree and second-degree murder for the death of Dean
Finocchiaro and voluntary manslaughter for the deaths of Tom
Meo and Mark Sturgis. Kratz was
sentenced to life in prison for his
role in these 2017 slayings that
took place on a farm in Solebury
Township.
Kratz sentence announcement
came shortly after the Bucks
County District Attorney’s office
released a statement that the death
penalty would not be pursued if he
was found guilty.
District Attorney Matthew
Weintraub thanked the family of
Finocchiaro for their help in deciding Kratz’s punishment.
Weintraub said in a statement,
“I am awed by the grace demonstrated by the Finocchiaro family
in helping me to make this difficult
decision to not pursue the death
penalty against the defendant. I
hope that the families of Jimi Patrick, Dean Finocchiaro, Tom Meo,
and Mark Sturgis can take solace
that both DiNardo and Kratz will
die in prison for what they did to
their boys.”
The jury listened to Kratz’s taped
confession during the trial. In the
recording, Kratz told officers that
he shot Finocchiaro in the back
of the head. He explained that DiNardo killed Meo and Sturgis mo-
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ments earlier. The coroner’s testimony on the death of Finocchiaro
matched Kratz’s description of the
murders.
Kratz was not connected to Patrick’s death because DiNardo had
murdered him days earlier.
The jury believed that Kratz and
his cousin Cosmo DiNardo had
worked together to devise a plan
to rob Finacchiaro of a large sum
of cash. License plate readers from
police vehicles, had showed DiNardo and Kratz traveling together to meet the men and bring them
to DiNardo’s farm just outside of
Peddlers Village in Lahaska.
In his confession Kratz said DiNardo yelled obscenities at him
for not helping move the bodies.
The defense team agrued that
Kratz was fearful of his own life
and feared what DiNardo would
do to him if he was not compliant.
However, Kratz was left alone
on the DiNardo property while his
cousin went to pick up Sturgis and
Meo to continue their crimes. The
prosecution argued Kratz could
have prevented the subsequent
murders during this period of time
he was alone
Kratz was found not only guilty
of murder but a slew of other
charges including armed robbery
and three counts of misuse of a
corpse.
The deaths of these men shocked
the county. With this story coming
to an end, hopefully the families
effected can feel that some sort of
justice was served.

Sean Kratz, courtesy of bucks.crimewatchpa.com
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Artwork from Schatz’s exhibit

Amala Rajesh
Centurion Staff

Philadelphian artist and former Bucks professor, Charlotte
Schatz, 90, has artwork displayed
at the Hicks Art Gallery in an exhibit titled, “Charlotte Schatz: Indomitable.”
The art show features artwork
that represents Schatz’s artistic
style through different phases.
The art pieces show her primary
concerns at different points in her
career, with an underlying theme
of her impossibility to subdue or
defeat spirit.
There are 24 of her pieces on
display in the gallery, two of

which are on loan from the Michener Museum.
Fran Orlando, the Director of
Exhibitions and Artmobile, said,
“Charlotte Schatz taught here for
many years, and she just turned
90 this year yet she’s still creating
art. So, we felt that this would be a
nice way to recognize her and for
folks who remember her here to
know what she’s been up to.”
Schatz trained in sculpture at
Temple University’s, Tyler School
of Art.
“Schatz has always had a focus
on social justice and you see that
in some of her work, especially in
her black and white art, computer-generated art, and the sculp-

tures too,” said Orlando.
Many of her artworks feature
immigrants.
“She grew up in a time in Philadelphia where there was a lot of
social activism, so she was wellversed on those kinds of topics.
She also had a job helping immigrants which made her even more
knowledgeable and passionate
about it,” explained Orlando.
Some of her art are reactions to
tragedies, such as the mysterious
disappearances of many people in
South American countries during
the 1980s and 1990s, and the IranIraq war in the 1980s.
“Physically, Schatz has always
been a petite woman, but she has

always had a very strong spirit.
And that has to do with her focus
on social justice and her artistic vision. It’s always been very strong,
kind of belying her physical stature. So, the curator and I were
talking about her personality, her
spirit that’s just really, well, indomitable,” said Orlando.
Schatz shows an interest in form
and the employment of shapes in
her art. She spent a year in Paris,
after which she considered herself
to be a Fauve painter, a Parisian art
style that is known for its use of
strong, vivid colors.
Quite a few of Schatz’s work
in the gallery show paintings of
mundane things such as buildings

and factories that are painted with
beautiful, strong colors that differ
from their original colors.
However, in her most recent artwork, Schatz shifted away from
her practice of using form into
more abstract art that is less about
form and more expressive in its
nature.
The art show “Charlotte Schatz:
Indomitable” will be on display
until Dec. 9, 2019. Gallery hours
are as follow:
Monday and Friday- 9a.m. to
4p.m.
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday- 9a.m. to 8p.m.
Saturday- 10a.m. to 2p.m.

New Hope Woman Named Still a Chance to
See Comfort Dogs
2019 Poet Laureate

Comfort dogs, courtesy of Bucks.edu
Mary Jo Lobello Jerome

Lindsay Roth
Centurion Staff

The winner of the 2019 Bucks
County Poet Laureate is New
Hopes’ Mary Jo Lobello Jerome
and she took home the grand prize
of $500.
Jerome has been writing poetry
ever since she was a teenager. Jerome spent many years as a high
school English teacher and a professor of writing at regional colleges. She is now retired.
She has lived in many places
before settling down in New Hope
a decade. Jerome lived in places
including Tokyo, Rotterdam, New
Jersey and Blairstown.
She has a Master’s in Fine Arts
from Vermont College. Jerome
worked for the New York Times
and numerous magazines such as
Scholastic Publications.
“I am constantly writing, making notes, observations, and readings. The power and beauty of

words can literally take my breath
away,” said Jerome in a press release. “As Emily Dickinson described poetry, I can feel physically as if the top of my head were
taken off”.
Jerome added that she was humbled and honored to be chosen to
receive this award.
Jerome’s work has been featured
in many different publications
such as The Stillwater Review,
River Heron Review, Schuylkill
Valley Journal, US1 Worksheets,
Little Patuxent Review, Short
Story, and Center Magazines.
She won the 2015 Doylestown
Main Street Voices poetry competitions. Jerome was nominated for
Best of Net Award and Pushcart
Prize.
2019 was the 43rd annual Bucks
Country Laureate competition and
it was directed by Bucks professor
Dr. Ethel Rackin.
“Mary Jo LoBello Jerome was
chosen out of 90 entries and three

runners up,” said Rackin.
The reception for the competition took place on Nov. 17 in
Room 142 of Tyler Hall. Jerome
recited some of her works along
with the three runners up from
this year’s competition at the
reception.
“The reading was wonderful,
100 people attended. Readings are
free and open to the public,” said
Rackin.
State Sen. Steve Santarsiero attended the poetry reading, giving
Jerome a flag. Rackin was happy
and explained that this had never
happened before at the college.
Anyone in Bucks County is eligible to participate in this contest.
It is encouraged that students at
Bucks take part in it.
The Bucks County Poet Laureate program is the longest existing
poetry program throughout Pennsylvania. This is a way for the college to connect to the community
with such heritage.

Alyssa Moore
Centurion Staff

Final exams are quickly approaching, and the fall 2019 semester will be wrapping up within
the coming weeks. Stress levels
are expected to rise as students
study for their various tests but

Bucks has a way to cope with the
stress.
Bucks’ Accessibility Office has
partnered with Nor’wester Therapy Dog Organization to offer comfort dogs to students during the
difficult parts of the semester. The
comfort dogs are brought to campus multiple times a semester.
Nor’wester co-director, Wendi Huttner, told the Intelligencer, “It’s been proven. Dogs don’t
laugh, dogs don’t tease, dogs don’t
judge. Some of these students have
already had two finals today and
have another one later. If they can
come in here for 10 minutes and
pet the dogs and share stories with
us, it gets their mind off of school
for a little while and they can go in
for that next test with a fresh and
clear mind.”
The dogs are brought in during
the midpoint and end of the fall
and spring semesters. They are
brought to the Solarium in the Rollins Center.
The dogs will be available to pet
and hang out with on Dec. 2 and
Dec. 4 from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
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The Holidays on a College Budget
thing with meaning, “said Kurtz.
Another idea for holiday shopping was recommended by not
only a student, but a mother herself.
Maddie Funk, a 47-year-old
criminal justice major, said “I
have two children, ages 16 and
19. They both go to school and
work. Around the holidays they’re
always asking, ‘Mom, what do
you want for Christmas?’ and I
tell them not to spend their money on me. I know how much they
love me regardless of what little
gifts I get. They never listen to me
though; they always end up getting
me gifts! My children hit every
thrift store in town and buy me all
sorts of cute things. I think it’s an
amazing idea and I love it.”
Thrift stores have so much to
offer for cheap prices. The neat
thing about thrift shopping is it’s
always a surprise, you never know

what you’re going to find. There
is always a wide variety of unique
things to pick from. You could end
up with the perfect complimenting
gift.
Bucks will also be offering the
Bucks Holiday Helper Event on
Dec. 9-11, in the Solarium. This
event allows students to select two
to three gifts for free to then be
wrapped for your friends and family, as long as the student brings
their ID.
Many students also recommend
to take advantage of “Black Friday” and “Cyber Monday” as
well. These types of events bring
great sales allowing the chance to
save money.
Holidays are indeed a time of
stress, but it’s also a time of love
and joy, which trumps gifts. There
are all sorts of ways to figure out
gifts, it’s just a matter of getting
creative and fun!

Photos courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

Audrey Wilson
Centurion Staff

The holidays are just around the
corner along with the holiday expenses, which can become an obstacle for many students.
Holiday shopping can bring
upon a little anxiety. You may feel
as if you can’t give your loved
ones what they deserve in return
of all the good they do for you.
It can leave an individual with a
sense of guilt, but even on a college budget, it is feasible to give

a loved one a unique and creative
gift.
Meghan Roth, a 20-year-old
communications major, felt guilty
for not being able to provide a gift
to her family.
She said, “This is an issue I
face every year, especially when it
comes to my mother. My mother
does so much for me, and then the
holidays come along and I feel like
garbage because I can’t afford everything she deserves”.
Roth also acknowledged the fact
that she was taught that money

can’t buy love, but she still feels
overwhelmed, as do many.
Amy Kurtz, a 19-year-old environmental science major said she
turns craft stores for holiday gifts.
“This is an issue I face almost
every year, but I’ve learned to deal
with it. For me personally, I am a
very creative person, so I can go
to my local crafts store and make
something. I believe these types
of gifts are more worth cherishing,
so I recommend to all the creative
people out there to buy some lowpriced materials and create some-

FTO Brings Both Students
and Community Together Bucks Socratic

Society Looking
For Bright Minds
Amala Rajesh
Centurion Staff

The FTO participated in the Race for Resource

Matt Lenker
Centurion Staff

Educating children is no easy
task, which is the Bucks club the
Future Teachers Organization
(FTO) was created.
Teachers play a crucial role in
our society. The FTO helps prepare those who are interested in a
career in education.
Lisa Werstler, club president and
Alison Angelaccio, club advisor
believe education majors should
consider joining the club.
“Their classes don’t teach
enough about transferring” Werstler says, “The club helps with
that.”
FTO helps guide education
majors as they continue their
degree. Education majors have a
lot ahead of them, and having a
group to help them take the right

steps is a huge benefit.
The FTO also helps education
majors to connect to their respective professors by providing a
more one-on-one environment.
This more individualized setting
helps members to learn even more
then they would in their regular
classes. The club also provides
sense of community since education majors get to meet one another.
Besides members receiving
in-depth information about their
major, the FTO brings them out
to attend a multitude of different charitable events in the community. These events help raise
money for children with different
disabilities and provide a chance
for members to gain experience in
helping others.
“It’s exciting to see kids happy
about the events” Werstler said.
In terms of coming up with ideas

for events, the club provides an
environment where ideas can be
shared freely. This relaxed setting
allows all members to let their
voice be heard.
The events the FTO volunteers
in many events with the Autism
Cares Foundation. Recently the
club participated in the Race
for Resources. This event was a
5k/10k race that helped to raise
money to fund future events for
the Autism Cares Foundation.
FTO is still looking for dedicated members who want to not only
connect with their professors and
peers, but also to help support their
community.
If you are interested in the FTO
and want to learn more about it,
contact Kate D’Auria at kate.d’auria@bucks.edu, Alison Angelaccio
at alison.angelaccio@bucks.edu
or Lisa Werstler at lisa_werstler@
yahoo.com.

If you consider yourself a critical thinker of human existence,
our experiences, and the world
at large, you may want to present
your thinking to members of the
Socratic Society on Bucks’ Newtown campus.
Named after the Greek philosopher Socrates, the Socratic Society is the student philosophy club.
It offers an open forum to discuss
and dispute beliefs, and confront
suspicious opinions.
“I am finally in a space where
I am able to think critically and
freely,” said club president Erin
Bader. “I’m used to people judging me by my exterior, and not my
mind. This club has given me a
group of people who see me as I
am, someone with thought, and a
voice.”
The club can trace its origins
back to January 26, 1941, when
the first meeting was held at Oxford University in England. It
brought together proponents and
opponents of religious beliefs with
an emphasis on the Christian faith.
Bucks’ extension of the club
was founded by current faculty ad-

visor professor Mark Cobb nearly
10 years ago.
Meetings typically begin with
members watching a “Ted Talk”
video. These videos are devoted to
spreading ideas to inspire thinkers.
“We use the video as a jumping point,” said club member Jens
Knutsen. “We start talking about
the video, and that will turn into a
discussion of something else.”
Currently, the club has four
members. “A problem we face is
getting people interested in philosophy,” Bader said. “I get it. Philosophy can be overwhelming.”
“Even if you’re not fluent in
Nietzsche or Plato, come to our
club and see it’s more than that,”
Knutsen said.
Club vice president Joe Lorenz
agreed. “The club is a free space to
be open, and talk about anything
on your mind,” he said. “It’s also
a great way to meet people to have
conversations with.”
“We are all equals in this
club,” Bader said. “Though we
have titles of president, and vice
president, we see each member as
philosopher kings and queens.”
Meetings are held Thursdays
at 3:30 in Grupp Hall room 255.
All are welcome.
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Will Disney Plus Kill Netflix?
Paul Scorzafava
Centurion Staff

With a vast collection of
movies, tv shows and original
content, Disney Plus is looking
to dethrone Netflix as the top
streaming service.
Six days after its initial release,
Disney Plus garnered 10 million
subscribers. While, this number
is small compared to Netflix’s
150 million subscribers, few
streaming outlets have grown this
quickly.
Disney plus features content
from Pixar, Marvel, Star Wars
and National Geographic. The
streaming platform also has a
wide selection of movies and tv
shows that were once popular on
the Disney Channel. Disney Plus’s
unique film selection could be the
reason for its success.
“I think more people enjoy
watching the old shows they
grew up watching because it
creates a sense of authenticity,

whereas Netflix is constantly adding cheesy movies and lacks creativity,” said Audrey Wilson, 19,
a cinema/video production major
from Doylestown.
As more people turn to streaming services over traditional cable
, Disney Plus could have the potential to overtake Netflix.
The price difference between
Disney Plus and Netflix may be
the deciding factor in which service becomes the go-to streaming
service. Disney Plus will play on
four different devices at once and
supports 4K Ultra HD video for
$6.99 a month. Netflix charges
$15.99 a month for similar features. Disney Plus also offers a
$12 a month plan that includes a
subscription to Hulu and ESPN
plus as well.
Other students were not as impressed with Disney Plus’s launch
and felt Netflix still is the ultimate
streaming platform.
“I don’t think Netflix will be
easily overtaken by any of the

Photo Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

competition, but it’s not exactly
going to be good for them either.
The amount of stuff Disney controls and how much of it use to be
on Netflix and now isn’t anymore
is an issue. Disney was guaranteed a subscription base simply

based on its Micky Mouse properties, Star Wars properties, and
Marvel properties. If they keep it
affordable it can co-exist alongside Netflix, but I don’t see it outright eliminating it,” said Nick
Macy, 31, a cinema/video major

from Newtown.
As Disney Plus comes into the
spotlight, the streaming world has
gained a serious new player and
only time will tell if it can become
the new king of the digital world.

2020 Grammy Nominations

Grammy nominee, Ariana Grande, courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

Morgan Fala
Centurion Staff

The nominations for the 2020
Grammy awards were announced
and stars such as Lizzo, Billie Eillish, Ariana Grande and Lil Nas X
all received several nods.
Female rapper and singer Lizzo
lead the list with eight nominations, including best new artist and
song of the year.
“I am most excited about Lizzo.
I love the song “Truth Hurts” so
much and I really want her to win
best song of the year,” said Dylan
Lorenz, an undecided major from
Langhorne.
Lizzo has been topping charts
for several months with her album
“Cuz I love You.” Some students
feel her songs are over played.
“I actually am sick of the song
“Truth Hurts.” I most definitely
hope that song does not win song
of the year because, to be honest,
it was only popular for about a
month anyway. I am all about selflove and everything but I think it’s
a little overkill with her. I do not
even think she sounds good,” said
Sophia Laurence, an undecided
major from Hulmeville.
Philadelphia native rapper,
Meek Mill also scored big with a
nomination for rap album of the
year.
“It will be Meek Mill winning
album of the year for “Championships”. Lizzo will take the dub for
song of the year for sure. Everyone
loves that song,” said Daniel Sinagoga an undecided major from
Langhorne.
“Championships” is Mills first
he album he created since being released from prison. This is
also Mill’s first recognition at the
Grammys. Many Bucks students
were in the majority that think Mill

deserves to win album of the year.
“The nominees this year are
weak. Bunch of weak people besides Meek. Jerry Garcia should’ve
been nominated 20 years too late,”
said Josh McGrory, a business administration major from Feasterville.
Another fierce competitor for
album of the year is the band
Vampire Weekend. The alternative group released a critically acclaimed album titled “Father of the
Bride.”
“I think Vampire Weekend
should win album of the year out
of all of the nominees because I
listened to that album the most. I
really haven’t listened to most of
the people nominated,” said Rocco
Boggi, an undecided major from
Feasterville.
Mega pop-star, Ariana Grande
also received five nominations for
her album “Thank U, Next.”
Mariah Romano a health professions major from Hulmeville, was
not happy to hear of Grande’s success.
“I don’t really watch TV, but I
think Ariana is overrated and she
doesn’t deserve to win with her
music. We should vote Lizzo to
win record of the year. I am probably not going to watch it this year
because they are showing Ariana
Grande, and every time I listen to
her, I get flashbacks from the fifth
grade. I will only be watching Lizzo from a twitter live stream,” said
Romano.
While student had strong opinions on who their favorites were,
it’s agreed that it is nice to recognize the artists and bests of the
bests every year. The Grammys
will take place on Jan. 26 at the
Staples Center in Los Angeles,
California at 8 pm.

Grammy nominee, Lizzo, courtesy of Wikimedia Commons
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Human Trafficking in the Suburbs
Sarah Siock
Centurion Staff

We like to think that human trafficking is happening far from our
homes. That it is an issue pushed
away into some foreign country.
However, in reality human trafficking is happening closer than
we imagine.
The modern-day form of slavery
has gained a higher profile. More
cases have emerged in suburbs
and towns outside Philadelphia,
including Bucks County.
According to Bucks County
Deputy Attorney Chelsey Jackman, since 2015 there have been
approximately 35-40 major human
trafficking cases in the county,
with most occurring out of Bensalem.
“Human trafficking absolutely
exists in Bucks County. It does not
happen most frequently in Bensalem because it is a bad place,” explained Jackman. “It is because of
the hotels in Bensalem that it is an
easy escape for traffickers.”
The majority of human trafficking cases stem from hotels. With
50 percent of the hotels in Bucks
County being located in Bensalem, instances of human trafficking can be detected easier in the
town. Bensalem police are also
more aggressive in finding and reporting traffickers.
Business owners and hotel employees play an essential role in
ending human trafficking. Bucks
county victims advocate groups
and police are looking to get more
cooperation from employees and
managers of hotels in the county
in regard to the issue of human
trafficking.

“Anywhere that you have hotels
and major roads, you’ll have human trafficking,” said Bensalem
Director of Public Safety Fred
Harran. “Bensalem is a great town,
but our size and location gives us
challenges.”
One local group working to
eradicate modern day slavery is
The Bucks Coalition Against Trafficking (BCAT). The team was
created in 2013 as a project of
The Network of Victim Assistance
(NOVA). BCAT’s mission is to end
human trafficking in Bucks County. The group also works to educate Bucks County hotel workers
on the signs of human trafficking.
“In some cases, human trafficking is happening daily in hotels.
Many hotels are even benefitting
from the trafficking happening,”
said Deirdre Blackburn, a human
trafficking coordinator at NOVA
and a BCAT member.
Blackburn
also
explained
BCAT’s new hotel outreach program.
“We travel to local hotels and
offer training to employees that
informs them on signs of human
trafficking. The goal is to educate
employees and create a relationship with the hotels. We also leave
trafficking statistics and offer follow up training during the visits,”
said Blackburn.
Despite BCAT’s efforts, of the
17 hotels that have been visited
during the hotel outreach innovative, not one took up the offer to
accept further training. However,
the Bensalem police department
appreciated BCAT’s work and saw
the importance of educating hotel
workers.
“Hotels should do a better job of
renting to people. Hotels should

Photo courtesy of BCAT’s Twitter page

require guests to show a valid
driver’s licenses and credit cards,”
said Harran.
Harran added that most hotels
are not cooperative when asked
about altering their renting policies.
Harran also spoke to the difficulty of processing human trafficking
cases and the fact that many of the
cases are dropped each year. According to Harran, investigating a
case could require up to $30,000.
Victims of human trafficking are
often not compliant, which creates
another roadblock for police.
“A victim never comes to us
and says, “I am being trafficked.”
Once a girl is arrested for selling
sex, they don’t talk either. They
do not give up their boss’s name,”
said Harran. “Sometimes it is due
to a fear of deportation, others are
just sucked into this awful world.”
According to advocates from
NOVA, in 2018 there were 44 people charged with “selling sex” in
Bucks County while only one was
charged with buying sex. Advo-

cates are now asking lawmakers
to put more legal pressures on the
consumers of sex trafficking.
“A victim of trafficking hardly ever knows the name of their
trafficker. A lot of these people
are homeless and, on the streets,
due to the opioid epidemic,” said
Stephanie Shnatz-Stiver, human
trafficking advocate for NOVA.
Shantz-Stiver also spoke to the
importance of being aware that
human trafficking is happening in
the county.
“I have had people argue with
me and say, “human trafficking does not happen here,” said
Shantz-Stiver. “But it does happen here. It is happening right in
your back yard. People need to be
aware that is happening here.”
According to Shantz-Stiver,
many human trafficking cases now
begin online through social media.
Teens are a target for traffickers
since they can be easily reached
on the internet. Chat websites such
as Omegle encourage adolescents
to communicate with strangers

over video. Polaris, a leader in the
global fight to eradicated modern
slavery, states on their website that
their human trafficking hotline has
recorded sex and labor trafficking
recruitment on other social media
platforms including, Facebook,
Instagram, Snapchat, Tinder and
Grindr.
“You need to monitor your
child’s social media. You need to
look into their phones. Any app
that has a chatting featuring there
is a chance that human trafficking
occurs on it,” said Shantz-Stiver.
BCAT continuously tries shed to
media attention on human trafficking in the county. However, human
trafficking is a silent problem that
affects women and men. Education
and awareness are the first steps in
eradicating the issue.
“People locally need to get educated. We also need money for
legislation and more funding to
support the continuum of what it
takes to end human trafficking,”
said Penny Ettinger, executive director at NOVA.

Transformative Learning: Empowered Future

Flexible degree programs for women and men including
online, hybrid and accelerated options
Business/Accounting
Applied Psychology
Art/Art Therapy
Criminal Justice
Education
English/Spanish
Health Science
Nuclear Medicine
Technology
Nursing/RN to BSN
Nutrition/Public Health
Political Science
Social Work
Writing

Learn more about our adult undergraduate and graduate programs and
how they can advance your career.
• Ready to apply? You could receive an immediate response at our Instant
Decision Day on December 7. Call us to make an appointment.
• Attend our Information Session on Thursday, January 30, 2020 at 5:45 p.m.
• Join us for a Nursing Open House on Monday, February 3, 2020 at 5:45 p.m.

Register online at
sage.cedarcrest.edu/events
or call us at 610-740-3770.
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Chick-fil-A Ends Partnership
With Anti LGBTQ Charities
Alec Sager
Centurion Staff

The popular fast-food chain,
Chick-fil-A, announced that it
will no longer be donating to two
Christian charities after receiving
backlash from LGBTQ activists.
The restaurant has donated millions of dollars to The Salvation
Army and the Fellowship of Christian Athletes (FCA). Both organizations have a history of opposing
same-sex marriage.
On the FCA’s website it states
that, “Marriage is exclusively the
union of one man and one woman.”
According to an article published
on CNN, the Salvation Army has
said that the Bible forbids sexual
intimacy between members of the

same sex.
In late November, Chick-fil-A
released a list of charities they will
be donating to next year. The list
no longer includes The Salvation
Army or the FCA.
Chick- fil-A has been a standout
favorite in the fast food industry
with its healthier variety and unchanging menu.
Tyler Belinski, a business major
at Bucks, had no problem with the
sandwich chains’ past.
“Chick- fil-A gets away with it I
think. No one else I’ve ever seen,
can be so stubborn on their companies’ beliefs, but still make an
amazing product. Other companies are just trying to copy the formula for success that Chick-fil-A
has created. I do think about all

Photos courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

those controversial topics when I
eat there, it never seems to change
my appetite for a classic number
No.1,” said Belinski.
Rebecca Lake, a Bucks student
and a manager at a local Chickfil-A shared her opinion on the
company.
“They really put customer service first, your attitude in that
work place can cost you your job.

I don’t really ever witness any unfairness that the media loves to
try and shine light on, saying that
we aren’t for some people or not
is just untrue. In the end, they just
want to serve people good chicken
and be the best at it,” said Lake.
Chick-fil-A announced in the future that they are choosing to work
exclusively with organizations that
focus on education, homelessness,

and hunger.
“No organization will be excluded from the future consideration,
faith-based or non-faith based,”
said president of Chick-fil-A, Tim
Tassopoulos, in a statement.
Even with the controversy and
bad publicity, Chick-Fil-A is still
one of the most successful fast
food chains with a $4.2 billion net
worth.

Why You Should Care About Brexit
sophie laurence
Centurion Staff

The European Union (EU) has
extended the Brexit deadline for
Jan. 31, 2020 after the British parliament could not reach an agreement for a plan as it leaves the EU.
Its previous extended deadline was
slated for Oct. 31, 2019.
Borris Johnson, the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, said
that he would take the U.K. out
of the EU by Oct. 31 in a “do or
die.” However, Johnson requested
to postpone again since parliament
was unable to forge an agreement
for the previous deadline in which
the EU accepted.
The EU wanted to avoid a costly
no-deal Brexit and the economic/
trade disruption that would likely
follow, adding to their reason why
Johnson’s postpone request was
granted.
Johnson plans to use this extra
time to hold a general election
on Dec. 12 in order to break the
stalemate in parliament regarding
the procedure of Brexit and get his
version of the deal passed.
Because a two-thirds majority
in parliament must vote in favor
of a plan in order to pass Brexit,
opposition parties have delayed
the process of the deal up until this
point. These parties want to delay
the deal as long as they can so that
Johnson would be forced to ask for
an extension.
With his extension request, some
predict that Johnson’s support will
falter after his previous promise
to get out of the EU by Oct. 31
and that he would rather “die in
a ditch” than ask for another
extension.

Photo courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

The Brexit issue has been a national interest as well considering
the relationship with the U.S. and
U.K. Some American’s believe
that it is merely an internal affair
and are not too concerned by it.
“I honestly do not care,” says
Morgan Fala, a 17-year-old undecided major from Hulmeville.
“It’s not going to affect me that
much, so there’s no reason for me

to worry about it.”
“I haven’t paid much attention to
it, probably because I don’t think it
will mess with my life too much,”
Dylan Lorenz, an 18-year-old
Bucks student from Langhorne,
agreed.
Since they have yet to come up
with a plan, U.S. economists have
had a hard time determining what
this means for the U.S. economy.

However, they have said that its effect on the U.S. will be determined
by how closely the U.K. stays to
the EU, according to CNBC.
The U.K. is one of the U.S.’ top
trading partners., and if it leaves
the EU, prices of everything from
food to fuel will increase. It could
also affect the security of the U.S.
and others, and the freedom to
travel between countries.

All of these factors will be determined on the decisions the U.K.
makes and how close they decide
to stay to the EU.
It is unclear what parliament will
end up passing in regards to Brexit depending on how the proposed
elections turn out. However, the
situation in the U.K. isn’t going to
improve should nothing end up being agreed upon.
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First Semester Thoughts
Connor Bailey
Centurion Staff

As winter break draws near first
year students are reflecting on
their experience at Bucks thus far.
Being a freshman in college can
be rather intimidating for many.
More responsibility and a higher
degree of difficulty in assignments
creates a completely different atmosphere than high school.
Some students enjoy the newfound freedom college come with.
Such as the options to choose their
own classes and professors. Engineering major, Jon Lotrene, made
it clear that he enjoyed his first semester at Bucks.
“I’m really enjoying Bucks right
now. I’m doing very well academically and genuinely enjoying my
experience here. The best change
is being at school for a shorter
time. Without the busy work that
high school assigns, I have plenty of time to get my assignments
done” he said.
Most students agreed that the
validity of assignments was the
best thing about being in college.
Monica Lotrene, a physical therapy major, said, “Some of the work
assigned to us in high school was
meaningless. It interfered with the

assignments that were important to
me and my education. But now at
Bucks I’m strictly being assigned
meaningful assignments. It’s refreshing.”
Some students had a difficult
time with the change from high
school to college.
Bucks Andrew Chim said, “Se-

nior year was a little too easy. ‘Senioritis’ was definitely a real thing.
College and high school are two
completely different animals. But
after a few weeks, I became acclimated with college, and what was
expected of me by my professors.”
Guided studies major Owen
Proctor had a similar response yet,

different experience. “High school
assignments were relatively easy,
so there was never really much
thought put into them. But going
into college, knowing there was
going to be a jump in difficulty, I
strapped on tight. In college you
can’t take any assignment lightly...
that’s how you fail. I put my all

into every assignment that I have
had, and I’ve seen the results.”
The general consensus stands
that although college is more difficult than high school, it is completely manageable as long as the
students adjust. Although, everyone thinks we’re all in need for
this upcoming winter break.

Student Loan Debt
Continues to Rise
Photo courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

Story continued from page 1.
Erin Baeder, a philosophy student at Bucks, found Sanders’ plan
to be the best for the American
people.
“Bernie’s plan covers everyone.
His plan covers all the struggling
students, the professionals, people
who have two different jobs just to
afford rent. His plan leaves no one
out” she said.
Sen. Elizabeth Warren(D) is another presidential candidate with
concrete plan to reduce student
loan debt. Warren introduced the
Student Loan Debt Relief Act that
would allow 95 percent of Americans with student debt to see a portion of their balance reduced.
Her plan works on a scale. If
the household income is below
$100,000 then $50,000 of student
debt will be cancelled. If a household earns between $100,000 and
$250,000 then the balance would
be reduced by $1 for every $3 a
household earns over $100,000.
If a household earns more than
$250,000 then they would not receive any forgiveness.
Warren’s plan would be funded
by a 2 percent tax on any wealth
over $50 million and an additional
1 percent on wealth exceeding $1
billion. Some of the other Democrat candidates have other ideas.
Sen. Cory Booker(D) has plans
to only forgive student loan debt
for public school teachers.
There has only been one Republican leader who has taken the
side of debt forgiveness, Wayne

Johnson. Johnson worked under
U.S. Secretary of Education Betsy
DeVos. He believes that all borrowers should be forgiven of up to
$50,000. This plan would be paid
for by placing a 1 percent tax on
the revenue from corporations and
organizations.
All these plans could have the
possibility of being enacted by
next year. Although, the wait has
students still feeling anxious over
student loans.
20-year-old Sean Cahalin, an
English major from Doylestown,
is nervous over the payment of
college.
“The way people spoke to me
about college is literally why I
have anxiety about life. I honestly
don’t know what to trust because
student loans are so messed up.
They’re a scam and a trap to get
hardworking,
underprivileged
young adults to sell their soul” Cahalin said.
Baeder wants to continue her
education but as of right now she
can’t afford it.
“If I wasn’t a scholarship student
then I wouldn’t be taking classes. I
have dreams of going to a university, but if I can’t afford it then I
wouldn’t be able to go. I wouldn’t
be able to take out loans” said
Baeder.
Overall, student seemed to be
worried about student loans and
how they will affect their future. It
appears that the crisis of debt from
student loans will be a deciding
factor when voting for the upcoming presidential election.
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The Epidemic of Texting While Driving
for five seconds at 55 mph, is like
driving the length of a football
field with your eyes closed. You
cannot drive safely unless the task
of driving has your full attention.
According to Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
drivers under the age of 20 have
the highest proportion of distraction-related fatal crashes.
To help curb the texting while
driving crisis, several apps such
as the aforementioned TeenSafe,
have been developed to promote
safer driving.
One of the more popular apps
is AT&T’s DriveMode. Similar
to TeenSafe, it silences incoming
alerts and phone calls, and automatically replies that you are driving. In addition, it notifies parents

when DriveMode is turned off, or
if auto mode is disabled.
Another app is “On My Way”,
that pays drivers 5 cents for every
mile driven without texting, receiving mixed reviews.
The Department of Transportation is funding programs in California, and Delaware to test the
impact of increased law enforcement coupled with educational
campaigns for distracted driving.
Students seem to realize that
texting while driving is wrong and
maybe the apps will be helpful
to prevent more deaths from occurring. Hopefully with the new
information coming out about the
multiple deaths per year, people
will be more cautious before looking at their phone.

Person texting while driving, courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

Audrey Wilson
Centurion Staff

Texting while driving is an ongoing crisis that causes numerous
preventable deaths each day but,
there are many apps that can help
curb these problems.
According to TeenSafe, an iOS
compatible subscription service
for parents of young drivers that
disables the driver’s phone, texting while driving is more dangerous than driving under the influ-

ence. It claims the lives of 11 teens
each day, and causes 6,000 deaths
annually.
Some students at Bucks have
admitted to cell phone use while
driving.
“I have to admit I use my phone
quite a lot while driving,” said Peter Harris, 19, a Health Science
major. “I’ve become so use to it
that it’s one of those things that I
don’t even realize I’m doing until I
have to brake really hard because I
wasn’t paying attention”.
The National Safety Council

reports that cell phone use while
driving leads to 1.6 million crashes each year, and nearly 390,000
injuries occur.
“I wouldn’t say I never look at
my phone while driving,” said
Kelly Rhodes, 24, an English major. “I occasionally glance at my
phone to change a song or just see
if I have any notifications. I think
we all have the mindset ‘it won’t
happen to me.’”.
Texting is the most alarming distraction. Taking your eyes off the
road to send or read a text message

Person texting while driving, courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

We Can’t Stress This Enough: Relax

Photos courtesy of Wkikimedia Commons

Audrey wilson
Centurion Staff

Between work, school assignments, studying and extracurricular activities, it’s often hard for students to find the right techniques to
help them relax and de-stress after
a long day.
Reducing stress has many benefits. It helps with sleep and productivity, whether it’s at work or
school. It can even help with psychological disorders such as anxiety and depression.
Overwhelming stress can be
crucial to physical health in destructive ways. According to “Harvard Health Publishing,” stress is
linked to many health issues such
as moodiness, appetite problems,
and even heart disease.
It’s important to find a time
of day to de-stress. 18-year-old
chemistry major, Emily Lisle,
thinks everyone should find some
time to relax.
“I would recommend going to

a yoga class. Yoga has helped me
relax and control my breathing in
ways I would have never figured
out on my own. It’s very soothing
and I wouldn’t be able to function
without it” she said.
Yoga is in fact, one of the most
talked about and approved ways of
de-stressing.
Justin Price, a 23-year-old nursing major said, “Yoga all the way.
Some people think it’s more of a
girl thing, but I’m a guy and I can
honestly say I am proud I do it because it really does have a positive
effect on my health”.
Sometimes it’s about the destination of where to go when de-stressing. 25-year-old interior design
major, Paige Hurley, doesn’t care
as long as she’s traveling.
“It’s more so where I don’t go.
A lot of times I find myself driving
around, but have no specific route,
and just listening to all sorts of
music. It really helps me clear my
head, especially if there is a nice
sunset going on” she said.

It seems that other people like do
their de-stressing outside of their
home or school. 26-year-old mathematics major, Pat Davis, thinks
going to a new place is a great way
to relax.
He said, “I live right near my local library, so that’s where I go to
relieve some of my stress. Reading plays a big role in doing so.
Reading helps me get lost in my
thoughts. It makes me forget all
the little things that are bugging
me out for a little while, and that
to me is everything”.
Reading shouldn’t always be associated with “more work.” Reading is a great way to, as Davis said,
“get lost in your thoughts.” Some
students find it easier to read about
a subject they like, such as sports,
cooking, astrology, and so on.
De-stressing is simple, yet not
many people value the importance
of it. As crazy as an individual’s
world may be, the key is to stay
positive and leave a little room for
de-stressing.

STUDENT
RESEARCH
CONFERENCE
Wednesday
December 4

Participate in your academic community.
Build your resume. Free lunch for presenters.
8:30am – 2:55pm
Registration begins at 8:30am
Gallagher Room
Newtown Campus
For more information contact
SRC committee at BucksSRC@gmail.com
Presented by the Composition Committee
Department of Language & Literature

All students who submit an application will be
accepted as presenters. PAPERS AND OTHER
MEDIA ACCEPTED! Share your research and hear
about others’ work at Bucks’ Student Research
Conference.

The deadline for submissions is
Tuesday, November 19, 2019 at 11:45 pm.
All presenters will be notified of their
confirmed presentation time(s) and locations(s)
by Wednesday, November 27, 2019. We look
forward to hearing about your research.
Submissions should be sent to bucks.edu/SRC
#BUCKSCCC

Bucks SMART.
County Community College

Bucks SMART.

bucks.edu
#BUCKSCCC

Bucks County Community College complies with applicable state and federal civil rights laws
and does not discriminate in its educational programs, activities or employment practices.
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